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speakers. Please refer to the instructions emailed to registrants for additional information.  If you 
have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 10.



Conference Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the + sign next to “Conference Materials” in the middle of the left-
hand column on your screen   hand column on your screen.  

• Click on the tab labeled “Handouts” that appears, and there you will see a 
PDF of the slides for today's program.  

• Double click on the PDF and a separate page will open.  Double click on the PDF and a separate page will open.  

• Print the slides by clicking on the printer icon.
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Continuing Education Credits FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

For CLE purposes, please let us know how many people are listening at your 
location by completing each of the following steps: 

• Close the notification box

• In the chat box, type (1) your company name and (2) the number of 
attendees at your location

• Click the SEND button beside the box
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Tips for Optimal Quality

S d Q litSound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality of 
your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory and you are listening via your computer 
speakers, you may listen via the phone: dial 1-866-871-8924 and enter your PIN 
when prompted  Otherwise  please send us a chat or e mail when prompted. Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail 
sound@straffordpub.com immediately so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the F11 key on your keyboard. To exit full screen, 
press the F11 key againpress the F11 key again.
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An Update on the MedicareAn Update on the MedicareAn Update on the Medicare, An Update on the Medicare, 
Medicaid, and SCHIP Extension Act and Medicaid, and SCHIP Extension Act and 

the Medicare Secondary Payer Actthe Medicare Secondary Payer Actthe Medicare Secondary Payer Act the Medicare Secondary Payer Act 

SPEAKERS:SPEAKERS:

Randy BassettRandy Bassett
Tara KellyTara Kellyyy
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OVERVIEWOVERVIEW
 MMSEA:  requires insurers and self-insured to report settlements 

involving Medicare beneficiaries where medical expenses are 
l i d l dclaimed or released

• Reporting for liability insurance (including self insurance) where 
the TPOC date for the settlement, judgment, award or other 

d i O b 1 2011 bpayment date is October 1, 2011, or subsequent

• What has been the practical experience with implementation?

 MSP: enhanced vigilance to ensure reimbursement MSP:  enhanced vigilance to ensure reimbursement

• Best practices

• Set-asides for future medicals (MSAs)( )

• What has been the practical experience with settlements 
involving set asides? 
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Medicare LegislationMedicare Legislation
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Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP)Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP)

 Medicare secondary payer (MSP) provisions enacted in 
1980s

 Medicare generally will not pay for treatment if any another 
entity has an obligation to pay

• The responsible entity is known as the “primary plan”

 Medicare authorized to recover payments from a primary 
plan even if the primary plan has already paid to settle the 
claim
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MSP BasicsMSP Basics

 A tort defendant’s responsibility is established through 
judgment, settlement, or other payment to Medicare 
beneficiary

 Scope of release and scope of medicals claimed is irrelevant 
to reporting obligation

 CMS may recover from beneficiaries and third parties who 
i f d f i lreceive funds from primary plans

 If CMS is unable to recover from the recipients it may seek 
payment directly from the primary plan even if it has alreadypayment directly from the primary plan even if it has already 
paid to settle the claim
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The Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement, and The Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement, and 
M d i i A (MMA) d Th M di idM d i i A (MMA) d Th M di idModernization Act (MMA) and The Medicaid, Modernization Act (MMA) and The Medicaid, 

Medicare, and SCHIP Extension Act (MMSEA)Medicare, and SCHIP Extension Act (MMSEA)

 MMA: expanded the definition of “primary plan” to include “self-
insured” entities that bear their own risk, e.g., self-insured tort 
defendants

 MMSEA: imposes an affirmative duty on entities including tort 
d f d t t t th l ti f l i ti b htdefendants to report the resolution of any claim or action brought 
by a beneficiary
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Relationship Between MMSEA and MSPRelationship Between MMSEA and MSP

 MMSEA establishes reporting requirements and fines for 
failing to report settlements

 MMSEA gives CMS additional information about payments 
to Medicare beneficiaries to ensure that Medicare only pays 
what it’s supposed to pay

 Based on the information received under MMSEA, Medicare 
t it i ht d th MSP t diti lcan assert its rights under the MSP to recover conditional 

payments from other parties -- including tort defendants --
who are the primary plansp y p
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Updates to Reporting RequirementsUpdates to Reporting Requirements
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Reporting for Liability ClaimsReporting for Liability Claims

 Electronic: all reporting must be done electronically
 January March 2012: deadline for RREs to submit first reports January – March, 2012: deadline for RREs to submit first reports 

for claims settled after October 1, 2011
 Required Information: 

• Plaintiff’s name, DOB, SSN or HICN
• CMS has established over 100 fields of information, including 

identifying information date of injury cause of injury andidentifying information, date of injury, cause of injury, and 
description of injury allegedly caused by RRE or its insured

• CMS requires ICD-9 codes for cause of injury and injury 
allegedly caused by RRE or its insuredallegedly caused by RRE or its insured
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Insured and SelfInsured and Self--Insured RREsInsured RREs

 Generally the insurer is the RRE

 E titi ith i l d d d tibl Entities with an insurance plan and deductible are 
no longer required to report

 Self-insured entities must report

 For umbrella insurance, key is whether payment is For umbrella insurance, key is whether payment is 
made to reimburse injured party or self-insured
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Fear and Consortium Claims

 Reporting is required where a claimant is alleging 
emotional distress or fear claim alleging oremotional distress or fear claim alleging or 
releasing any type of medical. 

 If a spouse alleging loss of consortium alleges If a spouse alleging loss of consortium alleges 
medical expenses (e.g., mental distress) related to 
these claims such claims must be reportedthese claims, such claims must be reported.

 CMS is considering narrow exception for 
ti l i h di l i lconsortium claims when medicals are simply 

released.
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IndemnificationIndemnification

 A party who is fully indemnified as part of a 
suit/settlement is not the RRE for MMSEAsuit/settlement is not the RRE for MMSEA 
reporting purposes

 The party making the payment the indemnifying The party making the payment - the indemnifying 
party – is the RRE and must report 

 Departure from prior CMS statements regarding 
indemnification
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Foreign RREs

 Foreign insurer/workers’ compensation RREs 
must report if:must report if: 

• They are doing business in the US

If US t h j i di ti th i ith• If a US court has jurisdiction over the insurer with 
respect to a liability insurance claim, no-fault 
insurance claim, or workers’ compensation claim.p

 No application to liability self insurance or self-
insured workers’ compensation. CMS will issue ainsured workers  compensation. CMS will issue a 
separate alert.
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Excluded Claims

 Currently an exemption for TPOCs prior to January 1, 
2013 where payments are below $5,000.002013 where payments are below $5,000.00

 Thresholds decrease each year until 2015, when 
monetary thresholds are eliminatedmonetary thresholds are eliminated

 These monetary thresholds are inapplicable in the 
MSP context; the MSPRC recently issued an alert that 
it will not seek recovery from liability settlements of 
l th $3 000less than $3,000
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Excluded ClaimsExcluded Claims

Date of exposure before December 5, 1980
• No exposure on or after December 5, 1980 

“alleged, established and/or released” 
• Specific to a claim/defendant• Specific to a claim/defendant

Unless claim involves continuing exposure 
beyond December 5, 1980y ,

Subject of continuing discussion due to 
reporting requirement where exposure 

ll d d l d b t t lalleged and released but no actual exposure
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MSP Liability: Past, Present and FutureMSP Liability: Past, Present and Future
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Medicare Right to ReimbursementMedicare Right to Reimbursement

 If CMS is unable to recover from Medicare 
beneficiaries, it may seek payment directly frombeneficiaries, it may seek payment directly from 
the primary plan even if the primary plan has 
already paid to settle the claimy p

 CMS may also recover from third parties who have 
received funds from primary plans (includingreceived funds from primary plans (including 
defendants and plaintiff’s attorneys)

 CMS may recover double damages if legal action CMS may recover double damages if legal action 
is required to secure payment
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United States v. StrickerUnited States v. Stricker: A Cautionary Tale: A Cautionary Tale
 On December 1, 2009, DOJ filed a civil action to recover 

conditional payments made to 907 Medicare beneficiaries 
involved in a 2003 $300 000 000 class action settlementinvolved in a 2003 $300,000,000 class action settlement 

 The United States sought double damages (estimated at 
$67 156 770 01) and interest$67,156,770.01) and interest

 Defendants’ motion to dismiss granted on basis of 
statute of limitations, which began to run when funds , g
deposited into escrow account

 DOJ motion for reconsideration was denied in August 
2011
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Other MSP CaselawOther MSP Caselaw
 Bradley v. Sebelius, Docket No. 07-01690-CV-ORL-31GJK 

(11th Cir. Sept. 29, 2010)
• Reversed district court’s decision that sided with HHS’s• Reversed district court s decision that sided with HHS s 

interpretation and implementation of MSP statute concluding 
that the district court had abused its discretion

• Rejected extension of Chevron deference to MSP Manual. “TheRejected extension of Chevron deference to MSP Manual.  The 
Secretary’s ipse dixit contained in the field manual does not 
control the law.”

• Found that strong public policy in favor of settlement was in 
fli t ith HHS iti “Th S t ’ iti ld hconflict with HHS position.  “The Secretary’s position would have 

a chilling effect on settlement.”

 Hadden v. U.S., 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 69383 (WD KY Aug. 6, 
2009)
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Other MSP Caselaw

 Wilson v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance 
Company, No. 3:10-CV-256-H, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 63430 
(W D Ky June 15 2011)(W.D. Ky. June 15, 2011)

• Insured alleged bad faith claim after insurer would not deposit 
full amount of settlement funds into an escrow accountfull amount of settlement funds into an escrow account 

• Insurance carrier did not act in bad faith by delaying payment of 
the uninsured motorist policy proceeds until the amount of 
Medicare’s final recovery demand was finalMedicare s final recovery demand was final

• The Court concluded the insurer had “sound reasons” to wait for 
Medicare to determine the amount of its recovery demand, and 
was taking “reasonable precautions to protect itself from 
overpayment.”
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SMART Act of 2011SMART Act of 2011

 H.R. 1063, the Strengthening Medicare and 
Repaying Taxpayers (“SMART Act”) on March 14, p y g p y ( ) ,
2011 introduced: 
• Claimant may request conditional payment amount 120 days 

b f th “ bl t d d t f ttl t j d tbefore the “reasonably expected date of a settlement, judgment, 
award, or other payment”

• CMS would have 65 days after date of receipt to respond
• If CMS fails to respond, the claimant would provide additional 

notice and if CMS fails to respond within 30 days, CMS forfeits its 
right to repayment of the conditional payment 

• Discretionary fines• Discretionary fines
• Three year statute of limitations
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Future LiabilityFuture Liability

 MSP statute addresses past and future liability -- prohibits 
Medicare payment for covered items or services where 
payment has already been made or “can reasonably be 
expected to be made” 

 In liability context, CMS takes position that awarded funds 
can reasonably be expected to pay for future medical 
servicesservices

 MMSEA Section 111 did not change this requirement -- but 
makes it easier for CMS to identify payersy p y
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Medicare Set Aside Arrangements (MSAs)Medicare Set Aside Arrangements (MSAs)

 MSA is an administrative mechanism to allocate a 
portion of a settlement, judgment or award forportion of a settlement, judgment or award for 
future medical expenses 

 May be in form of a Worker’s Compensation MSA May be in form of a Worker’s Compensation MSA, 
No-Fault Liability MSA, or Liability MSA

 MSA must be exhausted before claimant is entitled 
to Medicare coverage for injury-related treatment
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Medicare Set Aside Arrangements (MSAs)Medicare Set Aside Arrangements (MSAs)

 MSAs not required in any context

 F l id i k ’ ti Formal guidance in workers’ compensation arena

• CMS recommends MSAs 

• Formal process to review MSAs that meet certain 
thresholds, but no safe harbor for MSAs below threshold

 No formal guidance in liability context

• MSAs not necessarily recommended

• CMS has repeatedly emphasized that Medicare interests 
must be taken into account
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Medicare Set Aside Arrangements (MSAs)Medicare Set Aside Arrangements (MSAs)

 CMS will review proposed liability MSAs depending on 
workload and amount at stake

 In CMS’s view, the fact that the language of a particular 
settlement, judgment or award does not specify that it 
accounts for future medical expenses does not protect a 
primary payer from a contrary determination by Medicare

 CMS h t d th t it ill l k t h th th CMS has suggested that it will look at whether the case 
involves a catastrophic injury and whether there is a life 
plan or similar documentp
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CASE STUDIESCASE STUDIESCASE STUDIESCASE STUDIES
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Case Study for MMSEA and MSP

 Claimant injures back in automobile accident 

• Required multiple surgeries totaling $150,000 in medical costsRequired multiple surgeries totaling $150,000 in medical costs

• Resulted in permanent disability

 Claimant sues driver of other vehicle and drug companyC a a t sues d e o ot e e c e a d d ug co pa y

• Driver of other vehicle caused accident

• Drug company made drug taken for back injury that caused side g p y g j y
effect

 The parties reach settlement of $250,000

• Other driver pays $200,000

• Drug company pays $50,000
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Case Study Case Study for MMSEA and MSP
The Litigation Process:
 Defendants queried plaintiff in 

CMS database and sought 
discovery on Medicare statusdiscovery on Medicare status
• Learned that plaintiff became 

Medicare eligible one year after 
being declared disabled

• Learned that Medicare paid for 
costs of one surgery and 
associated follow up care

 Obtained Statement of Obtained Statement of 
Conditional Benefits and learned 
that CMS claimed Medicare had 
paid $35,000 toward plaintiff’s 
medical care
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Case Study Case Study for MMSEA and MSP

The Settlement Process:
 Defendants assessed the 

information needed for reportinginformation needed for reporting 
when settlement appeared imminent 
and obtained any additional 
information

 Settlement structured to require 
plaintiff to provide information 
needed for reporting as material 
term to settlement

 Plaintiff’s counsel assisted in 
completing Final Settlement Detail 
Document to obtain a Statement of 
Conditional Payments from MSPRCConditional Payments from MSPRC

 Considered whether MSA was 
needed
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Case Study Case Study for MMSEA and MSP
The Settlement Agreement:
 Added liquidated damages clause as consequence for 

inaccurate or incomplete informationinaccurate or incomplete information

 Added indemnity language for potential MSA liability

 Added hold back provision to address MSP liability Added hold-back provision to address MSP liability

• Each defendant held back $35,000 until received final demand from 
Medicare

• Analyzed ICD-9 codes to assess medical services paid by 
Medicare

• Medicare paid only $25,000 for treatment to back and paid no 
money related to alleged side effect from drug

• Other driver released $10,000 from hold back and drug company 
released $35,000 from hold back
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MSA Case Study

 Assess whether a MSA may be required

• Is the plaintiff currently eligible for Medicare?• Is the plaintiff currently eligible for Medicare?

• Will the plaintiff’s injury require long-term care?

• Will Medicare cover the long term care of plaintiff?• Will Medicare cover the long-term care of plaintiff?

 Calculate the value of the MSA

• What methodology does CMS accept?

• What review will CMS conduct of MSAs?

 Submit MSA to CMS for Review (or Non-review)
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MSA Case Study
 Claimant rendered paraplegic in accident

• Claimant is not Medicare eligible when accident occurred but 
b M di li ibl hil l it i dibecomes Medicare eligible while lawsuit is pending

• Claimant has over $250,000 in expenses for medical care

• Claimant produces life care plan claiming more than $4 million• Claimant produces life care plan claiming more than $4 million 
in future care

 Legal liability on the claim is questionable

 Parties agree to settle the claim for $1 million

• What responsibility for past Medicare payments?What responsibility for past Medicare payments?

• What responsibility for future Medicare payments?
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MSA Case Study

 Dilemma: life care plan far exceeds settlement

S ttl t l i di t f li bilit i k• Settlement value recognizes discount for liability risk

• Life care plan identifies costs not covered by Medicare

 Resolution: apply methodology that recognizes 
liability risk in settlement

• Seek zero MSA based on lack of liability

• Calculate the amount of a Liability MSA based on ratio of 
d tdamages to recovery
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MSA Case Study
 Elements of Liability MSA

• Is claimant Medicare eligible?

Will l i t b M di li ibl ithi 30 th f• Will claimant become Medicare eligible within 30 months of 
settlement

• Calculate future medical allocation for MSA

 Future Medical Allocation (FMA)

• Calculate total damages to medical expense ratio of 34% (total 
damages of $12 5M with total medical of $4 25M)damages of $12.5M with total medical of $4.25M)

• Calculate total medical allocation from settlement proceeds of 
$340,000 (34% of $1M) and subtract past medical expenses to 
establish FMA of $90 000 ($340 000 $250 000 = $90 000)establish FMA of $90,000 ($340,000 - $250,000 = $90,000)

• Seek CMS review of proposed MSA of $90,000
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Potential 
Exposure

i h
Establish MSA

Considerations For Terms of Settlement

High

CMS 
Acknowledgement

Hold Back Provision

Statement of 
Conditional Payments

Low
Time to Resolution

l

Indemnity/Hold Harmless

Declaration of Plaintiff’s Status
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CMS ResourcesCMS Resources

 General link to CMS website regarding MMSEA: 
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MandatoryInsRep/http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MandatoryInsRep/

 Statutory Language: 
http://www cms hhs gov/MandatoryInsRep/Downlohttp://www.cms.hhs.gov/MandatoryInsRep/Downlo
ads/StatutoryLanguage.pdf

 CMS Town Hall Transcripts on MMSEA:  
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MandatoryInsRep/07_NG
HP T i t #T OfPHP_Transcripts.asp#TopOfPage
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CMS ResourcesCMS Resources

 CMS comment mailbox on MMSEA issues:

PL110 173SEC111 t @ hhPL110-173SEC111-comments@cms.hhs.gov
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Speaker BiographySpeaker Biography
Randy Bassett is a partner with King & Spalding’s Product
Liability Practice where he has 20 years of experience
representing foreign and domestic manufacturers in high
exposure personal injury and product liability cases

Randy Bassett

rbassett@kslaw.com

exposure personal injury and product liability cases.

He has represented a range of corporations, from Brown-Forman
Corporation and General Motors to Reynolds American Inc., and

(404) 572-3514 UPS in the federal and state courts throughout the Southeast
and Southwest. He has argued cases in the federal circuit court
of appeals for the Fourth, Sixth, and Eleventh Circuits, and has
tried cases to verdict before juries in Alabama Florida Georgiatried cases to verdict before juries in Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
North Carolina, and Texas. Mr. Bassett has been recognized by
Chambers USA and Legal 500 for his work in the area of
products liability. He was recently recognized in The Best
L i A i d d G i S LLawyers in America and was named a Georgia Super Lawyer.

Mr. Bassett graduated from The Citadel and the University of
Georgia School of Law and is a member of the Georgia and
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Speaker BiographySpeaker Biography
Tara Kelly is an attorney at BP where she manages litigation 
related to the Deepwater Horizon incident and response. Prior to 
joining BP, she was at King & Spalding where she focused on 
environmental and toxic tort litigation Ms Kelly graduated from

Tara Kelly

tkkelly@kslaw.com

environmental and toxic tort litigation. Ms. Kelly graduated from 
Stockton State College in New Jersey, obtained a M.A. in 
literature from the American University, and her J.D. from New 
York University School of Law. She is a member of the Texas and 

(713) 276-7325 New Jersey bars. She has spoken numerous times on the 
MMSEA and MSP for Strafford and West and is currently working 
on a book on this subject for West, which is expected to be 
released in the fall of 2012 She is the Social Media Chair forreleased in the fall of 2012.  She is the Social Media Chair for 
DRI’s Environmental and Toxic Tort Committee and on the ABA 
Mass Tort Publication Committee. 
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